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LOCAL GROWTH,
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE
Danish TV production and regional media policies

Kim Toft Hansen, Aalborg University, Denmark.

Covers 26 out of 96
municipalities in
Denmark

The West Danish Film Fund

Copenhagen Film Fund

Film Commission Fyn

Television series co-funded
by regional film funds
Geographical representation

Norskov (2015)
Ludvig and Santa Claus (2011)

The Twins and Santa Claus (2013)

Dicte (2012-)

The Team (2015)
Midsomer Murders (2014
Heartless (2014)
The Christmas Wish (2015)
The Legacy (20141864 (2014)

The Bridge III

Growth and innovation in North Jutland media production

‘peripheral’ Denmark
increased local media production
local dream of film and television production
digital content development as ‘the daily bread’
‘bread’ and ‘playground’ (Oscar Film)
nationally internal and international travel
income ratio 1:4
Public Service Fund (Danish Film Institute)

Concepts…

regionalisation

localisation transnationalism

transnational globalisation
internationalisation
localisation
translocality
regional
glocalisation
transnationalism

Titled nations, lifted localities
region:
transnational region or section of
municipalities

nations exist:
titled in transnational dialectics

Raymond Williams (1974):
‘mobile privatization’
Stuart Hall (1992):
‘global culture strengthens
local identities’

regional aesthetics:
works produced in a postnational virtual world

David Morley (1991):
‘the global meets the local’

unfortunate hierarchies:
move towards simultaneous
centripetal and centrifugal
powers

Shaun Moores (1993):
‘cross-border articulations’
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